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Abstract—Principles of pulse shaping aiming larger pulse energy in fiber 
lasers are reviewed. From conventional solitons generated in anomalous 
dispersion regime, stretched pulses in dispersion-managed fiber lasers, 
similaritons in normal dispersion regime, dissipative solitons in large normal 
dispersion regime, amplifier similaritons in fiber lasers with narrow bandwidth 
filtering, to dissipative-soliton-resonance (DSR) pulses in fiber lasers, scaling of 
pulse energy from pico-Joule level to micro-Joule is successfully achieved. DSR 
is a possible way to achieve endless pulse energy, which is limited by the 
available pump power and material damage threshold. Properties of DSR pulses 
are reviewed. Specifically, we experimentally and numerically demonstrate 
tilt-top DSR pulses in a normal dispersion mode-locked fiber laser. Two fronts 
of the tilt-top pulses exhibit different intensity, and the intensity disparity 
maintains while the pulses extend with increasing gain. The tilt-top DSR pulses 
have rectangle spectral pedestal and a peak. The spectral peak deviates from the 
center of the rectangle spectral pedestal. Further results show that the asymmetry 
of two fronts is closely related to the wavelength deviation of spectral peak. 
Numerical simulations reveal the importance of the saddle-type spectral filtering 
on asymmetric DSR pulse generation. 
 
Index Terms—Fiber lasers, Fiber nonlinear optics, Optical fiber 
dispersion, Optical pulse generation, Optical solitons 
 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Ultrafast fiber lasers are the most active research focus among 
fiber optics within the past forty-five years [1-5]. Benefited from the 
mature of fiber technology, ultrafast fiber lasers have been 
extensively exploited in optical communications, optical sensing, 
laser surgery, material machining, and nonlinear optics. Comparing 
with traditional solid-state lasers, fiber lasers have intrinsic 
advantages such as good beam quality, compact structure, reliable 
operation, low cost maintaining, good heat dissipation etc. Fiber 
lasers those can output pico-/femto-second pulses have attracted more 
and more attention in past decade. 
The theoretical work on pulse shaping could be dated back to 
Hasegawa’s work in 1973, in which solitons was first predicted to be 
able to generate in optical fibers [1]. In the presence of anomalous 
group velocity dispersion, the nonlinear dependence of the index of 
refraction on intensity can make possible the transmission of 
picosecond pulses without distortion in fibers. The first experimental 
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demonstration of soliton generation in fibers are done by Mollenauer 
et al [2]. A Fourier transform-limited optical pulse with a 7 ps pulse 
width was used in the input and the output pulse shapes were 
measured by means of autocorrelation. At critical power level of 1.2 
W, the soliton features are observed. 
Fiber lasers are constructed mainly by fibers. It is straightforward 
to expect to extend the knowledges learned from fibers to fiber lasers. 
Pulse propagation in fibers is described by the nonlinear Schrodinger 
equation (NLSE) while the pulse propagation in fiber lasers is 
generally expressed by the Ginzburg-Landau equation. By taking 
certain hypothesis, for example, the gain-loss effect can be 
considered as a weak perturbation to the system, it is feasible to use 
the NLSE to describe pulse dynamics in a fiber laser. Several 
preliminary work on soliton generation in fiber lasers were reported a 
decade later than soliton generation in fibers [3-5]. By operating the 
cavity dispersion in the anomalous regime, stable ultrashort pulses or 
solitons can be generated in fiber lasers. Pulse duration of 4 ps [3], 
430 fs [4], and 320 fs [5] are respectively achieved. 
It is now well known that solitons generated in fiber lasers are due 
to the balanced interaction between the anomalous dispersion effect 
and the nonlinear Kerr effect imposing on pulse during propagation. 
Fibers have small core diameter, which causes strong power flux. 
Together with long interaction length between light and fiber 
segments, the accumulation of nonlinear phase shift will be 
significant especially when the pulse peak power of ultrashort pulses 
increases. Excess nonlinear phase shift accumulation will result in 
spectrum broadening, consequently pulse deformation and wave 
breaking will be induced, which limits the single pulse energy 
achievable. It is the key factor that seriously affects the performance 
improving of fiber lasers. Larger pulse energy means higher peak 
power for a same pulse duration. To overcome this limitation and to 
achieve larger pulse energy, various pulse shaping mechanisms are 
proposed and demonstrated [***]. In this paper, we summarize the 
different pulse shaping mechanisms aiming larger pulse energy. In 
section II we explain the stretched-pulse or dispersion-managed 
soliton generation in fiber lasers. In section III we describe the 
principle of similariton generation in fiber lasers. In section IV we 
introduce the concept of dissipative solitons in large normal 
dispersion regime. Amplifier similaritons in fiber lasers with narrow 
bandwidth filtering are briefly discussed. In section V we elaborate 
dissipative-soliton-resonance (DSR) pulse generation in fiber lasers 
and their properties. In section VI we show both experimental and 
numerical demonstration of tilt-top DSR pulses in a normal 
dispersion mode-locked fiber laser. The temporal and spectral 
characteristics of tilt-top DSR pulses will be explored: the two fronts 
of the tilt-top pulses exhibit different intensity, and the intensity 
disparity maintains while the pulses extend with increasing gain. In 
frequency domain, the spectral peak deviates from the center of the 
rectangle spectral pedestal. In addition, the asymmetry of two fronts 
in pulse profile is closely related to the wavelength bias of spectral 
peak. A saddle-type spectral filtering is required for the asymmetric 
DSR pulse generation. Section VII summarizes our main conclusion. 
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II. DISPERSION-MANAGEMENT IN FIBER LASERS 
Due to the area theorem limitation [1, 6, 7], which expresses the 
pulse energy as a function of the pulse duration and the laser 
parameters, traditional solitons could only have pulse energy up to 
tens of pico-Joule. 11 pJ output pulse energy and 22 pJ intracavity 
pulse energy was obtained in [3], 16 pJ external pulse energy and 52 
pJ intracavity pulse energy was achieved in the all-fiber laser [5]. 
Increasing pump power increases the soliton number instead of pulse 
energy increase. To obtain larger pulse energy, dispersion 
management is first adopted by employing pulse compression 
mode-locking with help of gratings [4]. Output pulse energy of 172 
pJ and 850 pJ intra-cavity pulse energy was achieved. Tamura et al 
adopted the dispersion-managed design and realized it in an all-fiber 
laser [8]. A fully self-starting all-fiber laser outputting 77 fs pulse 
with 90 pJ was successfully demonstrated. The intracavity pulse 
energy at the output position is about 900 pJ. 
The physical mechanism of stretched-pulse or dispersion-managed 
soliton generation is as the following. As shown in Fig. 1, instead of 
constructing the entire fiber laser from negative dispersion fibers only 
[6], fibers with different sign of dispersion are used. Here the 
erbium-doped fiber (EDF) has positive dispersion, while all the other 
fibers have standard negative dispersion at wavelength around 1550 
nm. During propagation in the positive dispersion fiber, pulses 
experience large amounts of spreading. The pulse can breathe by an 
order of magnitude of pulse duration within the cavity (where the 
term of “stretched pulse” comes from), which lowers the average 
peak power compared with that which would be experienced by an 
unchanging transform-limited pulse of the same bandwidth. 
Therefore the nonlinear phase shift accumulation is effectively 
reduced. Consequently, 1 order of pulse energy improvement could 
be achieved. By taking the dispersion management design, a 
stretched-pulse laser stabilized by a nonlinear optical loop mirror 
(NOLM) that produces 1-nJ and 100-fs pulses was demonstrated 




Fig. 1 Schematic of dispersion management. PC: polarization controller; 
SMF: single-mode fiber; EDF: erbium-doped fiber [10]. 
 
Similar to the concept of dispersion management, Ilday et al 
proposed to introduce nonlinearity management in fiber lasers by the 
use of self-defocusing nonlinearities to control nonlinear phase shift 
in soliton fiber lasers [12]. It is possible to increase the pulse energy 
by 2 orders of magnitude. However, it is difficult to find suitable 
materials with required nonlinearity. 
III. SIMILARITON GENERATION IN FIBER LASERS 
To avoid multiple pulsing generation in fiber lasers and further 
improve single pulse energy, scientists attempted different ways. One 
of them is to look for an analytical solution of the NLSE, which can 
maintain wave-breaking-free under scaling rules. Self-similarity is a 
term to describe recurring phenomenon. Self-similar propagation of 
short pulses of parabolic intensity profile was first demonstrated in 
optical fibers with normal group-velocity dispersion and strong 
nonlinearity [13]. Pulses with a parabolic intensity variation and a 
linear frequency chirp can be an approximate wave-breaking-free 
solution of the NLSE in the high intensity limit. Fermann and Harvey 
et al extended the concept to an optical fiber amplifier with normal 
dispersion [14-17]. It is found that there exists an exact asymptotic 
solution corresponding to a linearly chirped parabolic pulse which 
can propagate self-similarly. The amplified pulse can maintain 
parabolic profile when further propagating in standard single mode 
fiber with normal dispersion. 
The above-mentioned work makes a solid foundation and a 
straightforward direction to achieve high power parabolic pulses in a 
fiber laser with normal dispersion. By carefully designing a fiber 
laser, Ilday et al theoretically and experimentally demonstrate 
self-similar evolution of parabolic pulses in most of the fiber laser 
[18]. The periodic boundary condition of the laser is satisfied by 
using a dispersive delay line with anomalous dispersion and 
negligible nonlinearity. Parabolic pulse with 10 nJ was obtained.  The 
cavity is dispersion-managed. However, the pulse evolution in cavity 
is typically different from that of dispersion-managed solitons. 
Breathing happens only once instead of twice for dispersion-managed 
solitons [19]. By exploiting the self-similar operation in an Yb-fiber 
laser, pulse energy up to 14 nJ was achieved [20]. The pulses can be 
dechirped to sub-100-fs duration with peak power of 100 kW. 
Self-similar propagation of intense pulses will be disrupted if the 
pulse encounters any limitation to its spectral bandwidth [17]. Due to 
the monotonic evolution of self-similar pulses and cavity boundary 
condition in a laser, any changes making to the pulse after traversal 
of the cavity should be reversed to restore the self-similar solution. 
Numerically it is found that, under appropriate cavity parameter 
settings, it is able to achieve pulse breaking recovery in fiber lasers, 
where the local pulse breaking in the cavity could be recovered 
during pulse propagation in the gain fiber with normal dispersion 
[10]. Transform-limited pulses with bandwidth beyond the laser gain 
bandwidth was numerically demonstrated in the laser.  
IV. DISSIPATIVE SOLITON GENERATION IN FIBER LASERS 
Traditional soliton theory considers only the anomalous dispersion 
regime as a bright pulse propagating without distortion can be 
obtained with the help of fiber nonlinear effect [1]. Normal 
dispersion regime can support dark soliton generation only within the 
frame of NLSE [21]. Solitons are generated due to balanced 
interaction, which triggers us to consider the possibility to achieve 
soliton behaviors in fiber lasers with normal dispersion. In the normal 
dispersion regime, the dispersion effect and the fiber nonlinear effect 
play a same role on pulse, it is still possible to obtain undistorted 
pulses if there exists a mechanism to appropriately compensate the 
combined influence from the normal dispersion effect and the 
nonlinear effect [22]. 
Spectral filtering with appropriate bandwidth is the first attempt to 
be considered as the normal dispersion effect and the nonlinear Kerr 
effect imposing on pulse play the same role to broaden the pulse in 
frequency domain [23]. An EDF laser made of fibers with pure 
normal dispersion was first tested [24]. Stable chirp pulses with 
characteristically steep spectral edges are obtained as shown in Fig. 2. 
Pulse energy up to 0.55 nJ (5.5 nJ intracavity) was obtained with 
maximum available pump power of ~700 mW. Spectral filtering is 
  
provided by the gain bandwidth limitation or gain dispersion effect as 
the gain bandwidth of an EDF is about 20 nm. Therefore, the pulses 
were called “gain-guided solitons (GGSs).” After the successful 
demonstration of stable pulses generated in EDF lasers of normal 
dispersion, Chong et al achieved similar pulse performance in 
Yb-fiber lasers where the spectral filtering is provided by an 
interference filter with 10 nm bandwidth [25]. Apart from the 
dissipative process of gain-loss balance, the dissipative process of 
spectral filtering play a crucial role for stable pulse generation in the 
normal dispersion fiber laser. Therefore, the stable pulses are also 
called “dissipative solitons (DSs).” Renninger et al. found that there 
exists an exact particular solution of the cubic-quintic GLE models 




Fig. 2 (a) Typical optical spectrum and (b) corresponding autocorrelation trace 
of the gain-guided soliton [24] 
 
A series of research on the properties of GGSs [27-39] and DSs 
are carried out [40-46]. It is found that, similar to the traditional 
soliton generated in fiber lasers with anomalous dispersion, GGSs 
can express various soliton features. GGSs can be generated in 
dispersion-managed fiber lasers provided the net cavity dispersion is 
large normal [27]. By combining the nonlinear compression with 
nonlinear amplification, 47 fs pulse was directly generated from an 
EDF laser [28, 29]. The state of GGSs and that of noise-like pulses 
can be shuttled with appropriate operation condition tuning [30]. 
Based on GGSs, phenomena of multiple pulsing [31], bound states 
[32], harmonic mode locking [33], period-doubling [34], soliton 
trapping [35] could be observed. The dynamics of GGS generation 
under various conditions are also explored [36-39]. It is numerically 
demonstrated that broad gain bandwidth up to 100 nm can still 
support DS generation subject to enough pump power [40]. 
Kieu et al. exploited DS formation with cladding pumping and 
demonstrated the first fiber laser to reach the performance of standard 
commercially available Ti:sapphire lasers [42]. The laser could 
generate 31 nJ chirped pulses. After dechirping outside the laser, 80 
fs pulses, with 200 kW peak power, are obtained. By exploiting a 
large-mode-area Yb-doped photonic crystal fiber, Lefrancois et al 
achieved a DS with pulse energy of 140 nJ and the pulse could be 
dechirped to 115 fs [43]. Baumgartl et al used a same type of fiber 
but with different parameter in a sigma cavity, the watt-level laser 
directly emits DSs with a duration of 1ps and 163nJ of pulse energy 
[44]. The larger pulse energy is obtained with the sacrifice of all-fiber 
design. 
DS generation in fiber lasers is described by the GLE considering 
dissipative processes especially the spectral filtering. Renninger et al 
found that, when a spectral filter of narrow bandwidth is used in an 
all-normal-dispersion fiber laser, self-similar pulse evolution can be 
achieved, which is a new regime of mode locking [48]. The 
restoration of the self-similar evolution is completed by the narrow 
spectral filtering before the gain bandwidth significantly affects the 




Fig. 3 Typical DSR pulse profile (a) and spectrum (b) variation versus 
increasing pump [50] 
 
V. DISSIPATIVE-SOLITON-RESONANCE IN FIBER LASERS 
The successful demonstration of pulse energy boost in the normal 
dispersion regime attracts a lot of attention. However, the further 
pulse energy increase is still stopped by the multiple pulsing 
generation resulted from the excess of nonlinear phase shift 




soliton formation, the so-called “dissipative soliton resonance” 
(DSR), in the frame of complex cubic-quantic GLE with certain 
parameter settings. Within this parameter regime, the pulse peak 
power remains constant. It means arbitrarily pulse energy increase is 
possible with broadened pulse width. The nonlinear phase shift could 
be dramatically reduced with low pulse peak power. Further 
theoretical work suggests that the DSR operation can also happen in 
the anomalous dispersion regime [50]. Fig. 3 shows a typical DSR 
pulse profile and spectrum variation with increasing pump level [51].  
Ding et al. proved that the DSR was achievable with realistic laser 
settings [52]. Komarov et al. investigated the competition and 
coexistence of ultrashort laser pulses under the DSR conditions [53]. 
They found that the number of the DSR pulses in steady state 
operation depends on the initial conditions, but would not change 
with increasing pump power. The DSR generation has also been 
experimentally observed in fiber lasers mode-locked by the nonlinear 
polarization rotation technique [54] and the NOLM [55-57]. 
Li et al proposed a theoretical model to numerically study the 
mechanism of the multipulse operation and the DSR generation in a 
fiber laser [51]. Pulses propagating in the fiber experience nonlinear 
spectral broadening. Higher peak power leads to broader spectral 
width. For lasers with monotonic saturable absorption, the spectral 
filtering effect, which limits the spectral maximum width, causes the 
multipulse operation in the dissipative soliton laser. Laser cavities 
with larger spectral filter bandwidth favor pulses with broader 
spectrum and higher peak power. To achieve the DSR generation in 
the cavity, strong peak-power-clamping effect of a sinusoidal 
saturable absorption or a low-threshold anti-saturable absorption is 
required. When the cavity peak-power-clamping effect is strong 
enough that the pulse peak power and the pulse spectral width are 
both confined at a low value, the DSR is generated taking precedence 
of multipulse generation. Otherwise, the spectral filtering effect 
causes pulse breaking before the pulse peak power reaches the 
saturation point. 
The DSR pulses have rectangular spectral base with characteristic 
steep edges as shown in Fig. 3(b). Detailed studies [58] suggest that 
the rectangular part of the spectrum is almost unchanged while the 
newly generated spectral component locates at the center and forms a 
peak with increasing energy. It is found that a DSR pulse has two 
different chirps along its profile: a very low linear chirp throughout 
the extended pulse plateau and large linear chirps across both edges 
of the pulse. During compression, the DSR pulse firstly evolves into 
a cat-ear profile with a unique crown shape autocorrelation curve 
before being compressed to the narrowest width. DSR pulse could be 
compressed down to femtosecond pulse duration. However, special 
compensating dispersion design should be considered.  
Pulse energy of ~70 nJ was obtained for DSR pulses from a linear 
cavity fiber laser [59]. Recently, the energy of a single DSR pulse, 
directly from a laser cavity, has been boosted up to 10 µJ by using a 
double-clad fiber amplifier to form a nonlinear amplifying loop 
mirror [60]. Due to the low peak power, DSR pulses are perfect 
candidate for amplification. Amplified DSR pulses of tens of 
micro-Joules have been demonstrated [61]. DSR pulses can also be 
achieved in an all-polarization-maintaining fiber laser [62]. 
VI. TILT-TOP DSR PULSES AND THEIR PROPERTIES 
DSR operation in fiber lasers paves a way for achieving unlimited 
pulse energy. Therefore, it is desired to know the detailed dynamics 
of DSR operation under various conditions and the properties of DSR 
pulses is required to be understood thoroughly.  
DSR can happen in either normal dispersion region [49] or 
anomalous dispersion regime [50], however, exhibiting different 
characteristics. The anomalous dispersion provides natural balance of 
convention solitons. Large efforts have been devoted into DSR in 
normal dispersion region whereas more complex balance of energy 
exchange is required and therefore more exotic nonlinear dynamics 
may be expected. The complex cubic-quintic GLE is widely used in 
theoretical studies for DSR, unveiling its unique features. 
Temporally, with peak power fixed, the resonant pulse evolves from 
Gaussian to flat-top profile. The central plain wave and the fronts 
were found to feature different chirps: a moderately low linear chirp 
throughout the extended central plain wave and large linear chirps 
across both fronts [58, 63]. Spectrally, a DSR pulse shows a spectrum 
with broadband rectangular pedestal which corresponds to the fronts. 
As energy increases, the rectangle part of the spectrum nearly does 
not change, while the newly emerging spectrum due to the extended 
central plain wave, appears on the top of the pedestal and forms a 
narrow peak. DSR pulses with square shape have been demonstrated 
in a variety of laser cavities. With negligible spectral filtering, the 
spectral peak should appear at the center of the optical spectrum of 
the DSR pulse. 
In this section, we report on the observation of asymmetric DSR 
pulses in normal dispersion mode-locked fiber laser. Like regular 
DSR pulses, spectra of the asymmetric DSR pulses have rectangular 
pedestal and a peak. However, the asymmetric DSR pulse 
distinguishes itself by the fact that its peak wavelength does not 
accord with the center of the rectangular pedestal, therefore the 
spectrum exhibits asymmetric top. Meanwhile, two fronts of the 
pulses show different intensity. Consequently, the pulse presents a 
tilted top instead of a flat top. Further results reveal that if the spectral 
peak appears at the short (long) wavelength side of the center of 
rectangular pedestal, the leading front has higher (lower) intensity 
than the trailing front, and the pulse shows right-angled (left-angled) 
tilt top. Numerical simulations reveal the importance of the 
saddle-shape spectral filtering to asymmetric DSR pulses generation. 
 
 
Fig. 4 Schematic of the laser setup. WDM: wavelength division multiplexer; 
ISO: isolator; PC: polarization controller; YDF: ytterbium-doped fiber; SMF: 
single-mode fiber; OC: output coupler. 
 
The laser is shown in Fig. 4 with a ring cavity of 17.9 m. The gain 
was provided by a 42 cm ytterbium-doped fiber (YDF), 
counter-pumped by a 976 nm laser diode. A polarization-independent 
isolator ensures unidirectional operation. An 80:20 coupler and a 
7-meter-long SMF were connected, thus forming a NOLM to provide 
saturable absorption. The split ratio of the coupler and the length of 
loop were chosen so to ensure strong peak-power-clamping effect. 
This is crucial for achieving DSR. Two polarization controllers (PCs) 
were placed in the cavity and the loop, respectively, providing careful 
optimization of the cavity birefringence. The laser was output from a 
30% coupler and then monitored by a high-speed 
photodetector-oscilloscope combination with a bandwidth of 45 GHz. 
With this laser configuration, flat-top DSR pulses that are 
predicted in the frame of complex cubic-quintic GLE can be easily 
observed in the cavity with enough pump power. Yet with different 
  
PC settings, pulses with tilted top were also observed. Figure 5a 
summarizes the temporal shapes of one left-tilt pulse with pump 
power increased from 400 mA to 700 mA, and Fig. 5b shows the 
spectrum of the pulse at the pump power of 700 mA. The tilt-top 
pulse shows essential resemblance to the flat-top DSR pulses, in the 
following aspects: i) The pulse peak power is limited. With 
increasing gain, no pulse breaking is observed. Instead, two fronts 
gradually move away from each other. Pulse width and energy show 
linear growth with the pump power. ii) Spectrally, the tilt-top pulse 
also shows rectangular pedestal. As pump power increases, the 
rectangular pedestal self-maintains while the newly emerging 
spectrum forms a peak on the top. Those are key features of the DSR 
pulses. Hence, there are good reasons to consider that the tilt-top 




Fig. 5 (a) Temporal profiles of one left-tilt pulse with increasing pump power. 
(b) Spectrum of the pulse at the pump power of 700 mA. Grey dotted line 
represents the center of rectangle pedestal. 
 
However, the pulse distinguishes itself from the normal DSR 
pulses in the complex cubic-quintic GLE by its tilted top. Two fronts 
of the pulse are no longer symmetric. The leading front has slightly 
higher intensity than the trailing front. Nonetheless, with increasing 
gain, two fronts do not show appreciable changes while moving apart 
from each other. The intensity disparity between two fronts maintains 
while the whole structure extends. Consequently, the slope of the top 
of the pulse gradually decreases. The spectrum also shows a major 
distinction. We recall that for a flat-top DSR pulse in the complex 
cubic-quintic GLE, its spectral peak lies in the top center of the 
rectangular pedestal. However, as one can see from Fig. 5b, the peak 
wavelength of the tilt-top pulse does not accord with the center of the 
rectangular pedestal (indicated by a grey dotted line). Instead, the 
peak appears in the short-wavelength side, and the spectrum exhibits 




Fig. 6 Two examples of tilt-top pulses with more distorted spectra. Top: 
left-tilt DSR pulse. Bottom: right-tilt DSR pulse. Left: temporal shape. Right: 
spectrum, grey dotted line represents the center of rectangular pedestal. 
 
Experimentally, tilt-top DSR pulses always come with distorted 
spectrum. The asymmetry of two fronts is closely related to the 
wavelength shift of spectral peak. The top row of Fig. 6 shows 
another tilt-top DSR pulse, with more distorted spectrum. Comparing 
to the pulse in Fig. 5, the peak wavelength is shifted more into the 
short-wavelength region, and two fronts of the pulse exhibit larger 
intensity difference. Moreover, for pulses whose spectral peaks are 
shifted to the short wavelength side, the leading fronts always have 
higher intensity then the trailing fronts, which means the pulses 
present left-tilt top. When the peaks are shifted to long-wavelength 
side, the pulses always present right-tilt top. The bottom row of Fig. 6 
plots an example of right-tilt pulse. Its spectral peak is shifted to the 
long-wavelength side and the trailing front has higher intensity. 
The experiment results can be considered as clear evidence that 
spectral filtering of the cavity should play a role on the spectrum of 
the DSR pulses and meanwhile caused the asymmetry of pulse fronts, 
which is not seen from the complex cubic-quintic GLE. The complex 
cubic-quintic GLE has already been proved to be very useful for 
describing complicated pulse dynamics in mode-locked fiber lasers. 
However, one restriction of the complex cubic-quintic GLE is that 
spectral filtering in the model is limited to a perfect parabolic spectral 
response with a single maximum. In fact, actually spectral response 
of a mode-locked fiber, like the fiber laser we used here, usually is a 
combined interaction of various filters in the cavity, such as gain 
filter, filters of all fiber components, and birefringent filter when the 
cavity is birefringent. Pulse shapes and spectra are then shaped 
according to the more complicated spectral filter. In the experiment, 
when we adjusted the PC settings, the birefringent filter was also 
changed, so was the overall spectral response of the cavity. 
Therefore, with different PC sets, pulse shapes and spectra were 
distorted differently. 
To further investigate the influence of cavity spectral response on 
the resonant pulses, we carry out numerical simulation of the pulse 
dynamics based on the complex Swift-Hohenberg equation (CSHE), 
since the addition of a fourth-order spectral filtering term is essential 
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where ψ is the normalized envelope of the field, t is the retarded time. 
D is the group velocity dispersion (GVD) coefficient, with its sign 
dependent on whether the GVD is anomalous or normal. ν is the 
quintic nonlinearity, which in particular can be set as zero. g is the 
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where g0 is the small-signal gain and EL is the saturation energy. ε 
and µ account for the nonlinear loss which arises from saturable 
absorption. In the case of positive ε and negative µ, the growth of the 
pulse intensity is then limited at the value ε/µ. 
The spectral response now is described by the terms involving δ, 
β, σ as the spectral transmission )exp()( 42 σωβωδω +−=T . 
When β and σ are both negative, the spectral response has two 
maxima at σβω 2/±=m . For clarity, the spectral filters are 
illustrated in Fig. 7, where the left plot shows the spectral filter in the 
CGLE (with δ=0 and σ = 0), and the right plot shows the spectral 
filtering cureves in the CSHE with varying ωm, modeling the 
combined spectral response of two interacting spectral filters with 
different separations. The parameters are chosen in such a way that 




Fig. 7 Spectral filtering )exp()( 42 σωβωδω +−=T  in: (a) CGLE with 
δ=0, β=0.1, σ=0; (b) CSHE, β=-0.06, blue dotted: ωm=2.5; δ=-0.1875; green 
dashed: ωm=5; δ=-0.48; blue dotted: ωm=7.5; δ=-0.9075. 
 
The equation is solved by split-step Fourier method, using white 
noise as an initial condition. We first solve the equation using the 
CGLE filter as plotted in Fig. 7a. We tuned other parameters to 
D=-1.0, ν=0, δ0=1.0, EL=100, ε=0.35, µ=-0.05 to obtain DSR pulse 
formation. The result shows flat top and symmetric spectrum, which 
are common features of the DSR in the CGLE. Fixing other 
parameters, we then switch to the more complicated CSHE spectral 
filtering curves with two maxima ωm=±2.5, as the blue dotted line in 
Fig. 7b. In this case, the initial white noise can converge to two 
mirrored states: left-tilt and right-tilt DSR pusles. We summarizes 
pulse shapes, chirps, spectra of left-tile and right-tile DSR pulses with 
increasing gain, in the left and right column of Fig. 8, respectively. 
For the left-tilt DSR pulse, its spectrum is distorted and the peak is 
shifted to the short-wavelength (high-frequency) side of the center of 
the spectral pedestal. Note that frequency and wavelength have 
inverse relationship. The short-wavelength part is stronger than the 
long-wavelength part, and the leading front has larger intensity than 
the trailing front. With increasing gain, the pulse extends without 
breaking while two fronts remain unchanged. And the slope of its top 
gradually decreases. The frequency chirp also corresponds to these 
behaviors. The right-tilt DSR pulse is a mirror image of the left-tilt 
one. Because the spectral response is symmetric around the reference 
frequency, the initial white noise has equal chance to converge to 
either one of the two tilt-top pulses. Apart from stable converged 
states, switching and competition between two cases can also be 
observed at certain parameter regions. To break this spectral 
symmetry, we add a very small, e.g., positive (or negative) 
third-order derivative on the right-hand side of Eq. 1. By doing that, 
different initial conditions will all converge to the left-tilt (or 




Fig. 8 Numerical simulations of CSHE with increasing gain, g0=1.25 (red 
dotted lines), g0= 2 (blue dashed lines), g0=2.75 (purple solid lines). The 
spectral filter curve used is indicated by grey dotted line, with two maxima 
ωm=±2.5. Left column: left-tilt DSR pulse; Right column: right-tilt DSR 





Fig. 9 Left: numerical simulations of CSHE with increasing gain, g0=2 (red 
dotted lines), g0=4 (blue dashed lines), g0=6 (purple solid lines). The spectral 
filter curve used is indicated by grey dotted line, with two maxima ωm=7.0. 
Right: frequency deviation ∆ω as a function of ωm. 
 
We then solve the equation with the CSHE filter with increasing 
ωm. The separation of two maxima of the filter carve increases as we 
increase ωm, as shown in Fig. 7. As two maxima move away, the 
interaction of them weakens. In Fig. 9, we show the calculated pulse 
shapes and spectra using the filter curve with ωm=7.0. Comparing the 
results to Fig. 8, the spectrum here is less distorted and the intensity 
difference of two fronts is also smaller than those in Fig. 8. 
Numerical results match well with the experiments. We use the 
frequency deviation ∆ω of spectral peak from the center of the 
spectral pedestal as a parameter to represent how much the pulse is 
distorted by the complicated filter. The calculated ∆ω versus ωm is 
also plotted in Fig. 9. From the plot, it is clear that as the interaction 
of two maxima weakens, the pulse becomes less and less distorted. 
Numerical results confirm that the spectral filtering has strong 
influence on DSR pulses. A saddle shape spectral response, which 
arises from, e.g, interaction of two filters, can lead to the asymmetry 
of DSR pulses. 
VII. CONCLUSIONS 
Pulse energy is one of the most important performance we are 
chasing for ultrafast fiber lasers. The larger the achievable pulse 
energy is, the better fiber laser it is. People have discovered and 
developed different pulse shaping mechanisms in fiber lasers 
targeting larger pulse energy achievable. We have summarized 
various pulse shaping mechanisms from anomalous 
dispersion-nonlinearity balance for traditional soliton generation, 
dispersion-management for stretch-pulse generation, self-similar 
evolution for similariton generation, spectral filtering for dissipative 
soliton generation, to peak-power-clamping for DSR operation in 
fiber lasers. So-far the DSR operation in fiber lasers is the most 
potential way to obtain unlimited pulse energy. Details of asymmetric 
DSR pulses with tilt-top are explored. Two fronts of the DSR pulse 
show different intensity and the pulses present tilted top. Spectrally, 
the peak wavelength of the pulses does not accord with the center of 
the rectangular pedestal. The more the spectrum is distorted, the 
larger intensity disparity two fronts exhibit. Numerical simulations 
match well with experiments, revealing that the spectral filtering has 
strong influence on the DSR pulses. The experimental and theoretical 
demonstration of tilt-top DSR pulses gives important new insight into 
the spectral filtering and the DSR generation. 
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